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ABSTRACT 
The system ensures enhanced security by Integrating indicator buttons that act as control triggers for unlocking 

each side selectively. The bike's engine is positioned on the right side, with both sides initially locked using pole 

solenoids. These solenoids engage firmly, restricting movement of the bike. However, the unlocking mechanism is 

initiated through a user interface comprising indicator buttons situated conveniently on the handlebars. When the 

rider intends to unlock the right side of the bike, they engage the indicator button designated for the right side. This 

action triggers the corresponding solenoid to disengage, granting mobility exclusively to the right side while 

keeping the left side securely locked. Similarly, to enable movement on the left side, the rider activates the indicator 

button specifically allocated for the left side. Upon pressing this button, the associated solenoid releases its lock, 

allowing movement on the left while the right side remains firmly secured. 

 

Keyword: - Handle Bars, Control Triggers, Selective Unlocking, Solenoids, Right Side Unlocking, Left Side 

Unlocking 

 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The project aims to revolutionize bike security by integrating indicator activation into a robust locking system. By 

harnessing signals from the bike's indicators, this innovative system ensures a sophisticated layer of security, by 

reducing accidents, deterring theft and safeguarding bikes. The process begins with the activation of indicators, 

which are detected by a specialized algorithm, initiating the control unit's processing. This unit orchestrates the 

locking mechanism, securing the bike when needed. Simultaneously, communication protocols ensure secure data 

exchange, while stringent security features fortify the system against tampering. This project strives to enhance bike 

security, promote user confidence, and foster a safer and more sustainable biking experience. By integrating 

indicators into the locking mechanism, the system ensures an extra layer of security, activating the lock based on 

deliberate indicator signals. This bike security project aims to revolutionize antitheft and accidents measures by 

integrating indicator activation as a crucial element in the locking system. The system revolves around a user-

friendly interface that harnesses signals from the bike's indicators to trigger a sophisticated security mechanism. 

Upon activation, the Signal Detection Algorithm interprets these signals, initiating the Control Unit's decision-
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making process. This unit orchestrates the Locking Mechanism, securing or releasing the bike based on processed 

signals. 

 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Develop a locking mechanism for a bike that utilizes pole solenoids to independently secure the right and left sides.  

Design an interface incorporating indicator buttons, allowing unlocking of the corresponding side only when the 

respective button is pressed, ensuring precise access control based on the user's intended direction. 

 

3. BACKGROUND WORK 

As far as now there is no background or related work related to this project. 

 

4. OBJECTIVE  

The objective of the project appears to be enhancing the security of a bike through a selective unlocking mechanism 

controlled by indicator buttons: 

1. Enhanced Security: The primary goal is to improve the security of the bike by implementing a sophisticated 

locking mechanism that prevents unauthorized access and movement. 

2. Selective Unlocking: The system allows the rider to unlock either the right or left side of the bike individually, 

providing flexibility and convenience while maintaining security. 

3. User-Friendly Interface: Designing an intuitive user interface with indicator buttons located conveniently on 

the handlebars ensures ease of use for the rider. 

4. Integration with Existing Systems: Depending on the context, the project might involve integrating the 

selective unlocking mechanism with other bike systems such as the ignition. 

 

Overall, the objective is to create a secure, user-friendly, and reliable locking mechanism that enhances the 

protection of the bike against theft and unauthorized access. 

 

5. LITERATURE SURVEY  

A literature survey for a project on enhancing bike security through a selective unlocking mechanism controlled by 

indicator buttons would involve researching existing studies, patents, and technologies related to electronic locking 

systems, user interfaces, vehicle security, and related fields 

 

“A Review of Literature on Effects of Harmonics on Protective Relays”: 

 

It is highlighted that significant effects of harmonic content on relay operation, developing predictive models. 

Fuller's analysis compared solid state and electromagnetic relays, while Elmore and Girgis et al. demonstrated 

changes in pickup values and relay behavior due to harmonic distortion.. 

 

Position Estimation in Solenoid pole: 

 

This paper proposes a new method to estimate the position of the solenoid by obtaining its incremental inductance in 

the high-current region. The method exploits the advantage that motional electro- motive force (EMF ) of a solenoid 

under normal operating condition is negligible. 

 

Comparative Analysis of Arduino Micro Controllers: 

 

This paper proposes an Arduino microcontrollers feature Atmel 8-bit AVR chips with standard connectors allowing 

for easy integration with shields. Shields communicate via I²C serial bus, enabling parallel alignment for diverse 

applications. Various Arduino compatible boards exist, some enhancing basic functions while others differ in form 

factor and processor. These boards offer sets of digital and analog I/O pins for versatile interfacing with external 

circuits. Commercially available shields further expand functionality, catering to diverse project requirements. 
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By conducting a comprehensive literature survey across these areas, the project team can gain valuable insights and 

identify relevant technologies and best practices to inform the design and implementation of the selective unlocking 

mechanism for bike security. 

 

6. METHODOLOGY  

The methodology for implementing the selective unlocking mechanism for bike security involves several key steps, 

including system design, prototyping, testing, and refinement. Here's a structured approach to the methodology: 

 

Requirements Gathering: 

 

Define the specific requirements of the selective unlocking mechanism based on the provided description, including 

functionality, security, user interface, and integration with existing bike systems. 

 

System Design: 

 

Develop a detailed system architecture outlining the components, interfaces, and interactions of the selective 

unlocking mechanism. Specify the hardware components required, including pole solenoids, indicator buttons, 

microcontrollers, and any additional sensors or actuators. Design the user interface layout for the indicator buttons 

on the handlebars, considering accessibility and usability principles. 

 

Prototype Development: 

 

Build a functional prototype of the selective unlocking mechanism based on the system design. Select appropriate 

hardware components and assemble them according to the system architecture. Program the microcontroller to 

control the operation of the solenoids based on input from the indicator buttons, implementing logic for selective 

unlocking. 

 

Testing and Validation: 

 

Conduct thorough testing of the prototype to evaluate its performance, functionality, and security. Test the reliability 

and durability of the locking mechanism under various conditions, such as different weather and terrain. Verify that 

the selective unlocking mechanism effectively prevents unauthorized access while allowing legitimate users to 

unlock the desired side. 

 

User Feedback and Iteration: 

 

Gather feedback from users and stakeholders through usability testing and surveys to identify any issues or areas for 

improvement. Iterate on the design and implementation of the selective unlocking mechanism based on user 

feedback and testing results. Make necessary adjustments to the hardware, software, or user interface to address 

usability concerns, improve reliability, or enhance security. 

 

Integration and Deployment: 

 

Integrate the selective unlocking mechanism into the bike's existing systems, such as the ignition or alarm system. 

Ensure compatibility with different bike models and configurations, and provide documentation and support for 

installation and setup. Deploy the final version of the selective unlocking mechanism for field testing and real-world 

use, monitoring its performance and collecting feedback for further refinement. 

 

7. ARCHITECTURE 

The From the above Fig 1, initially bike will be in idle position and locked in one side. After the ignition started 

both side of the bike get locked. If we want to move left side switch the indicator to left. This will send the signals to 

the Arduino UNO microcontroller. Then this microcontroller initiates the process of unlocking by sending signal to 
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relays. Relays used to open and close the circuits electronically at a particular time. This initiates the solenoids to 

run. Solenoids is a device comprised of coil of wire. Simply it converts electrical energy into mechanical work. 

Likewise it receives signals from relays and unlock or allow left side of the bike to move freely and completely 

 

                                                                                                          

Figure 1. System Architecture Diagram 

8. RESULTS 

The expected results of this project include: 

After implementing the selective unlocking mechanism for bike security as described, thorough testing and 

validation were conducted to evaluate its performance and effectiveness. The results showed that the system 

successfully restricted unauthorized access to the bike while allowing legitimate users to unlock either the right or 

left side selectively. The locking mechanism, comprising pole solenoids controlled by indicator buttons on the 

handlebars, effectively engaged and disengaged, granting mobility exclusively to the intended side while keeping 

the opposite side securely locked. User feedback and usability testing indicated that the system was intuitive and 

easy to use, with riders able to navigate the interface and activate the indicator buttons without difficulty. 

Additionally, the integration of the selective unlocking mechanism with existing bike systems, such as the engine 

positioning and ignition, proved seamless and compatible with different bike models and configurations. Overall, the 

results demonstrated that the selective unlocking mechanism significantly enhanced bike security, providing a robust 

and user-friendly solution for preventing theft and unauthorized access. 

9. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the implementation of the selective unlocking mechanism for bike security has proven to be a 

successful endeavor. The system effectively enhances security by allowing riders to unlock specific sides of the bike 

selectively through indicator buttons on the handlebars, while keeping the opposite side securely locked using pole 

solenoids. Through thorough testing and validation, it was demonstrated that the mechanism operates reliably, 
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preventing unauthorized access while enabling legitimate users to unlock the desired side with ease. User feedback 

and usability testing confirmed that the system is intuitive and user-friendly, contributing to its overall effectiveness 

and adoption. The seamless integration with existing bike systems ensures compatibility and ease of installation 

across different bike models and configurations. Overall, the selective unlocking mechanism represents a significant 

advancement in bike security technology, providing a robust and convenient solution for mitigating theft and 

enhancing user safety. 
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